
REDACCIÓN DE OPINIÓN 

Tema 1: Write an essay on the importance of speaking foreign 

languages. 

- ANOTA TODAS LAS IDEAS QUE SE TE OCURRAN. 

(Learning a language is essential, English is the language of 

international communication, learning a language is good for knowing 

about other cultures and for getting a job,etc) 

 

- ORGANIZA TUS IDEAS EN PÁRRAFOS. 

• Párrafo 1: Describe el asunto y da tu opinión. 

• Párrafo 2: Expone las razones por las que tienes dicha opinión. 

• Párrafo 3: Resume la idea principal y reafirma tu opinión. 

- ESCRIBE UN BORRADOR DE LA REDACCIÓN. 

- REPASA, MEJORA Y CORRIGE. USA EXPRESIONES QUE INTRODUCEN UNA 

OPINIÓN. 

 

1ª REDACCIÓN MODELO: “The Importance of Speaking Foreign 

Languages” 

Párrafo 1: Introducción. Expone una idea general y tu opinión. 

In my opinión, learning to speak a foreign language is a priority. 

Everybody should learn English, which is the international language of 

communication. 

Párrafo 2: La parte importante, con ejemplos y razones que apoyan tu 

opinión explicada en la introducción. 

There are several reasons why foreign languages are so important. 

Firstly, it helps you understand different cultures, as you often learn 

about the customs of a country as you learn its language. Secondly, it is 

very useful for getting a job. It is clear that the world of work is more 

international than ever before and it is therefore more important to 

be able to communicate with colleagues and customers from all over 

the world. 

 

 



 

Párrafo 3: Reafirma tu opinión y si es posible termina con una frase 

interesante. 

In short, I believe that speaking at least one foreign language has 

become crucial, both culturally and professionally. 

 

2ª REDACCIÓN MODELO: “People Should Avoid Using Mobile Phones On 

Public Transport” 
 
 

It is well-known that mobile phone use has increased over the last 

few decades and most people now have a mobile phone to communicate 

with others. However, I feel that we should not use them on public 

transport. 

Firstly, I believe that it can be annoying to hear other people´s 

phone conversations while travelling. For example, some people speak 

very loudly on the phone and this can make travelling unbearable in the 

small space of a bus. 

Furthermore, people´s conversations should be private. 

Consequently, they should make calls when they are on their own. 

On the whole, I think people should make any important call 

before they get on public transport or wait till they get off. If they 

receive an important call while travelling, they should quickly and 

quietly tell the caller they will phone them back later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXPRESIONES ÚTILES 

• EXPONER OPINIONES GENERALES AL PRINCIPIO DE LA INTRODUCCIÓN.  

Some /Many people think / believe / argue / consider (that)… 

According to (the media, experts, etc) 
It is well known that… 

 
• EXPRESSAR OPINIONES PROPIAS  

I think / believe / feel (that)… I personally think (that) 

In my opinion / view, 

 
• ORDENAR Y AÑADIR IDEAS. 

First of all,… Firstly,… Secondly. 

Furthermore…  

Moreover…  

In addition (to this) 

 
• CONTRASTAR IDEAS 

On the one hand… on the other hand, 

However… 

Although…, … 

 
• EXPRESAR RAZONES Y RESULTADOS. 

…., because / as…  

Because of this,…  

As a result of this,… 

 

• DAR EJEMPLOS  

For example,…  

For instance,… 

 
• TERMINAR LA REDACCIÓN 

To sum up,…  

In conclusion,… 

In general, I think… 

On the whole, I think…  

 

Redacción para practicar en casa. 

“At Least Two Foreign Languages Should Be Compulsory 

At High School”. 


